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CLOSING REMARKS BY DR. AGNES L. KIJAZI, 

DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE TANZANIA 
METEOROLOGICAL AGENCY (TMA) ON TV 
JOURNALIST WEATHER TRAINING  

DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA, 20 MAY, 2016 

 

Mr.Samuel Muchemi, Representative of WMO 

Secretary General and Facilitor; 

Mr Joseph Aliba, Principal, National 

Meteorological Training Centre;  

Mr. Mwanga Director of Training and Facilities, 

Azam Pay Tv; 

Mr. Yahaya Mohamed, Director of Operations, 

Azam Pay TV; 

TMA Directors; 

Facilitators  from TMA,  

Trainees from Azam Pay TV,  

Invited Guests,   

Ladies and Gentlemen; 
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It is a great honour for me to address you on this 

occasion of the closing ceremony of this important 

Public Weather Services training program for Azam 

Pay TV Journalist, which started on the 2nd of May, 

2016. I am quite convinced that for the three 

weeks, you have been able to share useful skills 

and knowledge and explored the benefit of 

meteorological services in various sectors. I am 

told you have learnt how to communicate and 

disseminate weather and climate information and 

the use of such information to the socio-economic 

development of our country Tanzania. I also hope 

that you have enjoyed the modest facilities offered 

by TMA in terms of Studio, training materials, and 

tools adequate enough to allow for effective 

training as per your expectations.  
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Ladies and Gentlemen;  

This Public Weather Services training for Journalist 

aimed at strengthening the link between the 

providers and users of public weather services, so 

that individuals, communities and organizations 

can make effective use of the available products 

and services and foster a better understanding and 

awareness of public weather services in terms of 

their availability, the terminology used, the way 

they can be used to the greatest effect and their 

socio-economic benefits. I believe that, an 

informed and educated public through well trained 

Journalist will have a better appreciation of the 

information provided, and will be better equipped 

to make intelligent use of high-quality services.   

I am pleased to learn that the course was 

successful as planned and I am sure with that 

acquired knowledge all participants will be able to 
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take an initiative to educate the public and 

improve the understanding of the benefits of 

weather and climate services in reducing weather 

and climate related hazards and foster socio-

economic developments of our country.  

Ladies and Gentlemen  

I have been informed that apart from being 

immersed in weather presentations skills, Symbols, 

communication and dissemination, you also had 

time to learn and discuss a number of issues on 

meteorology and how it links with socio-economic 

activities. You have addressed: - WMO continental 

and regional meteorological bodies and their 

functions, Knowledge on Weather and severe 

weather phenomena, Meteorological Instruments 

and Methods of Observation, weather and climate 

systems affecting our country, applications of 

meteorology in Agriculture, health, Disaster 

Management and standard operating procedures 
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among others. These, to me, form an important 

aspect of your training and place you at a better 

position as weather and climate broadcasters. 

Ladies and Gentlemen  

I would like to recall the WMO competency 

requirements for weather broadcasters and 

communicators who specialize in media work and 

routinely present weather information on radio or 

television, or prepare material for weather 

websites. The requirement is to have skills in oral, 

written and graphical communication via media 

and be able to use appropriate tools and systems 

for the delivery of meteorological and, where 

appropriate, hydrological information to end-users; 

and also to have self-management and team-

working within a media environment. I am sure 

that the program has enabled you to meet those 

requirements and I can term this training as part 

of fulfillment of that WMO competency 
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requirement. I take this opportunity to thank Azam 

Pay TV for being the first media station in the 

country to take an initiative to collaborate with 

TMA in order to fulfill WMO competency 

requirements. I call upon all other TV stations in 

the country to take the same initiative. 

 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen  

As I conclude my short remarks, let me take this 

opportunity to register my appreciation to the 

ongoing support of WMO to Member countries 

specifically for ensuring that climate services are 

well communicated to the end users. I thank the 

WMO Secretary General Prof. Taalas for supporting 

and allowing Mr. Samuel Muchemi to come and 

share with us his vast experience and expertise in 

the Public Weather Services in this training. I 

believe you have learned a lot from him.  
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Finally, I wish to congratulate each and every one 

of you for the successful three weeks of training. 

Congratulations for the work well done. It is my 

great hope that you will continue to learn and be 

able to prepare education and entertaining 

programs that will be a showcase to other 

Journalists and Media in Tanzania and in the region 

at larger 

Thanks to Azam Pay TV for the ongoing 

collaborations with TMA. Thanks to organizers and 

Trainers of the training course. With those few 

words it is now my pleasure to declare this training 

course officially closed. 

 

Thank you for your kind attention! 

 


